A full demonstration of plasma position control using broadband O-mode reflectometry is presently underway in ASDEX Upgrade. It has been shown that, in H-mode regimes, reflectometry density profiles and an estimate of the density at the separatrix, based on a scaling to the linear average density, could be jointly used to track the separatrix within the precision required for plasma position control on ITER. However, the success of the separatrix position estimation not only depends on the quality of the profiles and on the physics soundness of the used density scaling but also on the ability to discard measurements performed during the onset and collapse phases of the ELMs. If not removed from the estimation procedure they can lead to a temporary violation of the plasma position precision requirements.
Motivation
A full demonstration of plasma position control using broadband O-mode reflectometry is presently underway in ASDEX Upgrade. It has been shown that, in H-mode regimes, reflectometry density profiles and an estimate of the density at the separatrix, based on a scaling to the linear average density, could be jointly used to track the separatrix within the precision required for plasma position control on ITER. However, the success of the separatrix position estimation not only depends on the quality of the profiles and on the physics soundness of the used density scaling but also on the ability to discard measurements performed during the onset and collapse phases of the ELMs. If not removed from the estimation procedure they can lead to a temporary violation of the plasma position precision requirements.
GOALS:
Guaranteeing that O-mode reflectometry can be used to track the separatrix position within the required precision in ELMy H-mode regimes by automatically removing affected measurements from the position estimation procedure thus eliminating the need for and external on-line ELM event signal. Confidence values for the resulting position estimates should be produced in the process to be passed to the feedback controller.
The performance of FM-CW O-mode reflectometry is affected essentially by two factors:
impossibility of probing the plasma with frequencies below F P0 ≈ 17GHz (n e ≈ 0.36×10 Summary O-mode profile measurements performed during the collapse and recovery phases of Type-I ELMS can be automatically identified and removed from the separatrix position estimation procedure without an external ELM event signal.
The proposed confidence level indexes are well suited to validate/ qualify the reflectometry position estimates that are sent to the plasma position feedback controller in real-time during H-mode ELMy discharges.
Kalman filtering the scaling based separatrix position estimates solves simultaneously two issues: a) producing a smoother position evolution based only on the present and past measurements, and b) removing from the process measurements performed during ELM collapse and recovery phases.
Copy request:
Standard H-mode: discharge characteristics & Separatrix density estimation
Several standard H-mode discharges, similar to the one chosen to illustrate the method -#20532, were used in this study for method development and validation: A fixed value of 30% of was used as an estimate for the separatrix density so that the position of this density layer could be tracked using reflectometry density profiles during the investigated period of the discharge (grey bars). This scaling value was found using Li-beam density profiles to find an approximate value for the density at the separatrix location, .
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During the collapse and recovery phases of the ELM, the tracked density layer moves away from the magnetic separatrix much more than a few centimeters. Assuming, as observed in these circumstances, that at the end of the recovery phase the density profile returns to its pre-ELM steady state configuration, for which the tracked layer position roughly coincides with the separatrix, a linear position estimator was implemented to identify measurements produced during these perturbed periods whilst filtering the random position noise introduced by the plasma turbulence in the profile inversion procedure. For this purpose was used a Kalman filter which essentially implements a predictor-corrector type of estimator that is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the estimate error covariance, when some presumed conditions are met.
The filtering/measurement rejection mechanism resumes to the cyclical solution of the simplified time update/predictor (Eq. (1)
Position Estimate Confidence Tagging
Sets of consecutive measurements (overlapping or not) can be grouped to produce mean position estimates or simply to assess the degree of perturbation temporally affecting the reflectometry probing waves. By grouping sets of, at most N, validated position estimates, two confidence level (CL) indexes were derived:
and with
Confidence level A (CL-A) is the ratio between the number of valid measurements whithin a set of N consecutive measurements. Confidence level B (CL-B ) is the average normalized deviation in a set of N points. As on ITER plasma position location is required to be produced every 10ms, position estimates are made every ten points, N=10, and ∆MIN=5mm and ∆MAX=5cm.
To obtain the density profile in RT, a neural network (NN) based profile reconstruction technique has been developed [4] . By associating the robustness and efficiency of time-frequency Fourier analyses to the non-linear regression capabilities of neural networks, the problems caused by the lack of O-mode reflectometry data for frequencies below Fp ≈ 17 GHz (ne < 0.36×1019 m-3) and the effects of plasma turbulence, that cause scattering and refraction of the probing microwaves, are simultaneously addressed. Given the good generalization capabilities of neural networks, the technique lends itself to an unsupervised and robust implementation, characteristics of paramount importance in a RT plasma control environment. The output of this inversion technique is a less detailed (fewer data points) smooth density profile that retains the major location and gradient information of the profiles inverted using the full broadband probed data. In particular, the NNs used in this study are capable of producing an 11 point density profile in the 0.5-3.0×1019 m-3 density range (with data from K, Ka and Q microwave bands).
